Several questions remain unanswered by the existing literature concerning the deployment of querydependent features within learning to rank. In this work, we investigate three research questions in order to empirically ascertain best practices for learning-to-rank deployments. (i) Previous work in data fusion that pre-dates learning to rank showed that while different retrieval systems could be effectively combined, the combination of multiple models within the same system was not as effective. In contrast, the existing learning-to-rank datasets (e.g., LETOR), often deploy multiple weighting models as query-dependent features within a single system, raising the question as to whether such a combination is needed. (ii) Next, we investigate whether the training of weighting model parameters, traditionally required for effective retrieval, is necessary within a learning-to-rank context. (iii) Finally, we note that existing learning-to-rank datasets use weighting model features calculated on different fields (e.g., title, content, or anchor text), even though such weighting models have been criticized in the literature. Experiments addressing these three questions are conducted on Web search datasets, using various weighting models as query-dependent and typical query-independent features, which are combined using three learning-to-rank techniques. In particular, we show and explain why multiple weighting models should be deployed as features. Moreover, we unexpectedly find that training the weighting model's parameters degrades learned model's effectiveness. Finally, we show that computing a weighting model separately for each field is less effective than more theoretically-sound field-based weighting models. 
INTRODUCTION
Numerous statistical document weighting models have been proposed for information retrieval (IR) systems, dating back to TF.IDF [Robertson and Jones 1976 ] and beyond, which are able to weight the occurrence of query terms within a document such that an effective ranking of documents can be obtained. Chief among the predominant families include Okapi BM25 [Robertson et al. 1992] , language modeling [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] , and Divergence From Randomness (DFR) [Amati 2003 ], which have all demonstrated effectiveness across a variety of test collections. Different weighting models have different properties, by modeling the number of occurrences of a term in a document of a given length-in contrast to the occurrences of the term in the entire corpus-in different manners. For instance, Fang et al. [2004] identified different heuristics that the most effective weighting models encapsulate to different extents.
The ability of different weighting models to identify both the same and different relevant documents was first exploited by data fusion/metasearch approaches. For example, Vogt and Cottrell [1998] noted that the chorus effect of agreement between different IR systems should increase the expected relevance of a document. Similarly, some attempts were made to use data fusion to combine retrieval scores from different document representations (also known as fields, e.g., title, content, and the anchor text from incoming hyperlinks) within a single retrieval system [Ogilvie and Callan 2003; Kamps 2006] . However, Robertson et al. [2004] warned against the linear combination of document weighting model scores for different representations, due to the nonlinear nature of term frequency saturation in weighting models. Indeed, field-based models have since been proposed as a sound and more effective alternative (e.g., BM25F or PL2F [Macdonald et al. 2006] ).
Learning to rank is closely related to data fusion, whereby different features computed for a sample of documents are appropriately combined within an effective learned model. In this work, we study how conclusions from earlier literature, including data fusion studies, can be transferred to learning to rank. Indeed, we note that the current deployments of learning to rank seem to be in contrast to earlier literature, and use these contrasts to posit several questions. For instance, despite concerns raised in the literature, many learning-to-rank settings have combined multiple different weighting models within a single learned model, or even the combination of the same weighting model for different document representations [Liu 2009 ]. Moreover, the various weighting models contain parameters (e.g., controlling document length normalization) that can significantly impact their retrieval performance [He and Ounis 2003; He et al. 2008] . Historically, these parameters have been trained 1 to determine values that result in an effective performance [Chowdhury et al. 2002] . Yet, it is unclear if training these parameters has a significant impact when weighting models are combined within a learned model. Similarly, within a learning to rank setting, it is important to determine if a field-based model is more effective than the combination of models representing different fields.
Hence, in this work, we experiment to examine:
-the role of multiple weighting models within an effective learned model; -the role of training the parameters of weighting models within an effective learned model; and -the role of field-based models within an effective learned model.
We not only experimentally examine these roles but analyze to determine the reason behind our observations. Thorough experiments are conducted on two datasets, namely the TREC 2009-2011 Web track and the corresponding test collection of 50 million Web documents, and the LETOR v4.0 learning-to-rank dataset, which is based on the TREC 2007 and 2008 Million Query track and corresponding test collection of 25 million Web documents. To enable thorough experimentation, we employ an IR system adapted for the efficient calculation of multiple query-dependent features, which we call the fat framework. The fat framework is so-called because it "fattens" the result set from the initial ranking (known as the sample [Liu 2009 ]) with the postings of matching terms from the inverted index. By doing so, it allows additional features to be later computed for the application of a learned model, without resorting to subsequent access(es) of the inverted index. Hence, the framework provides advantages for the experiments in this article, such as the easy calculation of additional query-dependent features for an existing document sample and the easy training of query-dependent features.
From the observations arising from our experiments, we make recommendations for the practical, effective deployment of weighting models within a learning-to-rank setting, suitable for both learning-to-rank deployments and future datasets. For instance, our results attest the effectiveness of using multiple weighting models within a learned model. Moreover, we show how different features can be characterized as chorus (a reinforcing feature), skimming (a contrasting feature), or dark horse (an occasionally useful feature), as originally proposed by Vogt and Cottrell [1998] . Next, contrary to previous evidence in the literature, we do not find any significant evidence that there is a need to train the length normalization parameters of weighting models to attain an effective learned model, and explain why the learning-to-rank techniques are able to account, within their learning processes, for any document length biases present in the features. Furthermore, we find that current learning-to-rank datasets do not deploy the most effective approach for creating features from document fields.
In light of these research questions and findings, the central contributions of this article are that we revisit the historically-accepted best practices for weighting models and investigate their impact in a modern learning-to-rank setting. The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews literature on learning to rank. Section 3 introduces the problem of combining multiple weighting models that this work addresses, along with the tackled research questions. This is followed in Section 4 by the details of our experimental setup. Sections 5-7 contain the results and analysis for each of our three research questions; Finally, Section 8 provides concluding remarks.
BACKGROUND
Recently, the idea of learning a ranking model has become a predominant research interest and a deployed approach for effective information retrieval systems [Liu 2009 ]. In particular, many learning-to-rank approaches attempt to learn a combination of feature values (called the learned model). The resulting learned model is applied to a vector of feature values for each document in order to determine the final scores for producing the final ranking of documents for a query.
Regardless of the applied technique, the general steps for obtaining a learned model using a learning-to-rank technique are the following [Liu 2009 ].
(1) Top k Retrieval. For a set of training queries, generate a sample of k documents using an initial retrieval approach. Once a learned model has been obtained from these learning steps, it can be deployed within a search engine as follows.
(4) Top k Retrieval. For an unseen test query, a sample of k documents is generated in the same manner as in step (1). (5) Feature Extraction. As in step (2), a vector of feature values is extracted for each document in the sample. The set of features should be exactly the same as for step (2).
11:4 C. Macdonald et al. (6) Learned Model Application. The final ranking of documents for the query is obtained by applying the learned model on every document in the sample and sorting by descending predicted score.
It is expensive to calculate all features on all documents in the collection, or even all documents matching any query term at retrieval time [Liu 2009 ]. For this reason, Liu [2009] introduces the notion of the sample of top-ranked documents for which all features should be calculated (steps 1 and 4). The sample documents are then re-ranked by the learned model. Typically, a standard weighting model, such as BM25 [Robertson et al. 1992] , is used to rank enough documents [Cambazoglu et al. 2010; Liu 2009 ] to obtain sufficient recall. In this way, the sample is not an unbiased statistical sample of a population, but instead contains a portion of the corpus that is most likely to contain relevant documents for the query.
Once the sample has been identified, the additional features can be extracted or computed (steps 2 or 5). Features can be query dependent (QD), for example, document weighting models such as BM25 [Robertson et al. 1992] or language modeling [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] , or query independent (QI), for example, URL length [Kraaij et al. 2002] or PageRank [Page et al. 1998 ].
When the features have been extracted, the model can be learned or applied (steps 3 or 6). For some learners, such as Automatic Feature Selection (AFS) [Metzler 2007b ], Adarank [Xu and Li 2007] , RankSVM [Joachims 2002] , and ListNet 2 [Cao et al. 2007 ], the learned model takes the form of a linear combination of feature values.
where f i,d is the value of the ith feature for document d, and α i is the weight of that feature.
On the other hand, the learned model obtained from some other learners takes the form of regression trees [Ganjisaffar et al. 2011; Tyree et al. 2011; Weinberger et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2008] . In particular, the learned model is the linear combination of the outputs from a set of regression trees T , known as an ensemble:
Each regression tree t returns a value depending on a series of decisions based on the vector of feature values f d for document d. Figure 1 shows an example regression tree for a Web search task. The output value for a particular tree is obtained by traversing the nodes of the tree according to the decisions at each node (is a feature value higher or lower than a threshold), then returning the value at the identified leaf node. In our experiments, we deploy three learning-to-rank techniques that cover both linear and regression tree types of learned models. These are AFS and RankSVM (both linear), as well as the state-of-the-art LambdaMART technique [Wu et al. 2008] , which won the 2011 Yahoo! learning-to-rank challenge [Chappelle and Chang 2011] . In this article, we focus on the role of query-dependent features for attaining effective learned models. Indeed, while research on query-independent features is wide and varied (e.g., [Bendersky et al. 2011; Page et al. 1998 ]), the role of query-dependent features within a learning-to-rank setting has seen considerably less research. Various types of query-dependent feature may exist: traditional document weighting models that act on query terms, proximity models (e.g., [Peng et al. 2007] ) that act on pairs of query terms, or even link analysis approaches that consider the linkage patterns within the top-ranked documents (e.g., SALSA [Lempel and Moran 2001] ). Our work investigates the role played by multiple document weighting models e.g., Okapi BM25, language modeling and how they bring different evidence within the learning-to-rank process. Document weighting models are possibly the most studied aspect of information retrieval, and perhaps due to the plethora of proposed models in the literature, we observe that learning-to-rank datasets often have multiple of such features. We aim to investigate if using multiple weighting models within a learned model enhances effectiveness, or just adds redundancy.
Despite our focus on these query-dependent features, we ensure that our experiments are realistic by controling for the presence of query-independent features within the learned models. In Section 3, we study the combination of document weighting models from a historical perspective (e.g., in data fusion), which we contrast with modern learning-to-rank deployments. Based on the contrasts that we observe, we posit several research questions that permit best practices in learning-to-rank to be experimentally derived. This is followed in Section 4 by details of the experimental setup that we deploy in this article.
COMBINING WEIGHTING MODELS
In the following, we motivate three research questions behind the use of multiple weighting models in learning to rank, namely the combination of multiple weighting models (Section 3.1), whether to train the weighting model parameters (Section 3.2), and how fields should be encompassed by the weighting models deployed in learning to rank (Section 3.3). For each, we identify historical perspectives in the literature that pre-date learning to rank and contrast these with current practices in learning to rank to formulate the research question that we later address through experiments.
Multiple Weighting Models
The combination of weighting models or entire IR systems to produce improved rankings has a long history in IR, stretching back to the initial data fusion work in the first TREC conference [Fox et al. 1993] . Various data fusion/metasearch techniques were proposed, such as CombSUM (a linear combination of the scores of a document from each retrieval system), or CombMNZ (defined as CombSUM multiplied by the number of systems that retrieved the document) [Fox and Shaw 1994] , to name but a few. These are effective, as they are able to accumulate retrieval evidence from different retrieval systems. Indeed, Vogt and Cottrell [1998] enumerated three beneficial effects of the combination of multiple systems.
-The skimming effect. Different retrieval approaches may retrieve different relevant items. -The chorus effect. Several retrieval approaches suggesting the same relevant items provide stronger evidence of the relevance of those items.
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-The dark horse effect. A retrieval approach may be particularly effective compared to other approaches for retrieving at least some relevant items.
Hence, the diversity of retrieval systems being combined is indicative of the resulting effectiveness [Vogt 1997 ]. Indeed, Vogt and Cottrell [1998] suggested it was best to linearly combine two IR systems "when they do not rank relevant documents in a similar fashion". On the other hand, the chorus effect assures us that documents retrieved by multiple retrieval approaches are more likely to be relevant-a property which is instilled in the CombSUM and CombMNZ data fusion techniques [Lee 1997 ]. Indeed, Lee [1997] proposed overlap-based measures to compare the documents retrieved by different systems, and asserted that "different [systems] retrieve similar sets of relevant documents but retrieve different sets of irrelevant documents"-a variation of the chorus effect. However, he did not show that such systems were the best to combine. Given the effectiveness of combining multiple retrieval systems, it makes sense to combine multiple retrieval approaches within the same system. Indeed, in the LETOR v3.0 learning-to-rank dataset (which is based on a TREC Web track test collection) [Qin et al. 2009 ], many query-dependent (QD) weighting model features are computed, such as: TF.IDF, BM25, Jelinek Mercer language modeling and Dirichlet language modeling (see feature IDs 15, 25, 30, and 35 in Table I ). Similar to the LETOR datasets, the MSLR-WEB10K and MSLR-WEB30K datasets 3 previously used by the Bing search engine and publicly released by Microsoft Research also deploy multiple document weighting model features. Of the various heuristics identified by Fang et al. [2004] that characterize the effective weighting models, the weighting models in Table I encapsulate most of them to various degrees. Despite these, we note no published evidence examining the role of multiple weighting as features within learning-to-rank settings. For instance, despite his comprehensive review and experimental comparison of learning-to-rank techniques, Liu [2009] does not actually show that learning to rank beats the baseline formed by the sample, let alone the combination of multiple query-dependent features. The same applies to the review book of Li [2011] . Instead, it appears to be simply generally accepted that learning-to-rank techniques should combine multiple query-dependent features for effective retrieval, without backing evidence addressing the issue in details.
On the other hand, Beitzel et al. [2004] showed that different retrieval approaches within the same system were considerably more correlated than different systems. Indeed, as the necessary diversity was not attained in combining different weighting models using data fusion techniques, it did not result in improved effectiveness. Similarly, within a learning to rank setting, each of the weighting models is computed using the same retrieval system, using the same document representations and query formulations. Therefore, the weighting models are likely not to present the diversity in results required for effective combination, as suggested by Beitzel et al. [2004] . This highlights a concern in deploying multiple weighting models as features within learning to rank, which we address in this article.
We also note that there are contrasts between previous studies in the data fusion literature and modern learning-to-rank deployments. For instance, the data fusion literature draws conclusions about linear combinations of weighting models using data fusion techniques, such as CombSUM and CombMNZ. However, in data fusion, the sets of retrieved documents by each system are different, and the number of systems retrieving a given document accounts for at least part of the benefit of data fusion [Lee 1997] (as exemplified by the CombMNZ technique, where the total score of a document across different retrieval approaches is multiplied by the number of systems retrieving a given document). In contrast, in learning to rank, the sample defines the set of documents that will have scores computed for each weighting model feature. Hence, as every sample document is ranked and retrieved, the importance of overlap disappears. Moreover, while the earlier data fusion work has focused on linear combinations of weighting models (c.f. CombSUM), the setting posed by learning to rank can differ. Indeed, as highlighted in Section 2, nonlinear learned models, such as regression trees, are often applied. Hence, a question arises concerning the motivation for deploying multiple weighting models within a learned model: If more than one document weighting model can be easily calculated, what is the resulting benefit in effectiveness when deploying many weighting models with different properties compared to just the single model that generated the sample? Indeed, the various publicly released learning-to-rank datasets all deploy multiple document weighting models, without, to the best of our knowledge, published theoretical or empirical justifications confirming the benefits of doing so. For these reasons, we argue that there is an open question with respect to the combination of weighting models, concerning whether conclusions from data fusion generalize into the more modern learning-to-rank settings. In particular, does the effectiveness attained by the data fusion of multiple retrieval systems translate into effective learned models when using multiple weighting models as features, or are such weighting models from a single system insufficiently diverse for effective combination, as highlighted by Beitzel et al. [2004] ? This provides the basis for the first research question that we tackle in this article. RQ 1. Should multiple document weighting models be deployed as features within a learned model for effective retrieval?
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Weighting Model Parameters
If adding more than one document weighting model into the feature set is effective, then is there any advantage in training their document length normalization or smoothing parameters within the features deployed for learning? Much literature has investigated the proper setting of parameters, for example, the classical method of Singhal et al. [1996] pivots the document length normalization factor to fit the relevance judgement information. The default settings for BM25 of k 1 = 1.2, k 3 = 1000, and b = 0.75 were obtained by taking into account the relevance judgements in experiments on a merged dataset of TREC collections [Jones et al. 2000] . Indeed, in the past, the setting of such parameters of weighting models has typically been addressed through the training (also known as optimization), where the parameter value(s) are automatically found that maximize an evaluation measure on a training dataset. For instance, in their study to ascertain how many relevance assessments were necessary for effective training, He et al. [2008] used simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick et al. 1983 ] to find length normalization parameter values. Metzler [2007a] used a more advanced function requiring gradients to find language model smoothing parameters. Chowdhury et al. [2002] argued that the document length normalization parameter required recalibration for different collections, and showed that without training, performance could be negatively impacted. Indeed, the stability of document length normalization or smoothing parameters are key concerns Zhai and Lafferty 2001] . Other methods have been proposed to aid in the selection of suitable length normalization parameter values without excessive training [He and Ounis 2003] .
Given the importance of the proper training of the parameters of weighting models, it seems natural to question if their training is necessary for attaining effective learned models. Indeed, if the proper setting of parameters is shown to be unnecessary, then the expensive training process could be omitted. Hence, from this arises the second research question that we tackle in this article.
RQ 2. Should the parameters of document weighting model features be trained before deployment within a learned model for effective retrieval?
Fields and Weighting Models
Similar arguments arise concerning the use of weighting models based on different document representations (or fields). 4 Firstly, documents can be represented in a semistructured fashion, depending on where within the document the various terms occur. To illustrate this, consider Figure 2 , which illustrates the different document representations used by both the LETOR v3.0 dataset and also applied in this work. While term occurrences in the document's main content (known as the body) are important, their occurrences in other fields, including title and URL, may also be important. We draw attention to the anchor text field, where the text associated with hyperlinks from incoming documents is added to the target document.
With respect to the role of document representations in weighting models, in early work, Katzer et al. [1982] found that different document representations gave similar retrieval effectiveness, but found different sets of relevant documents, known as the skimming effect by Vogt and Cottrell [1998] . This suggests that within a learned model, there is benefit in defining different query-dependent weighting model features for each field f of a document d. For example, a linear combination of weighting model scores (as learned by a linear learning-to-rank technique) takes the following form:
where each query term t occurs t f f times in field f of documents d, and the importance of a term's occurrences in a field f is weighted by w f . w() is a function that scores the occurrences of a term within a document representation, and could be any typical document weighting model, such as BM25. We call the calculation of a weighting model for each field single-field models. Ogilvie and Callan [2003] as well as Kamps [2006] have both considered the combination of different single-field models using data fusion techniques. However, Robertson et al. [2004] made a theoretical argument against the linear combination of weighting model scores for different document representations. They contrasted this approach to the linear weighted combination of the frequencies of query terms within each field:
which we refer to as a field-based weighting model. Contrasting the two approaches, five different issues were identified with the combination of weighting model scores calculated separately on different fields.
(i) Nonlinear TF. Through a figure, Robertson et al. [2004] show that due to the nonlinear nature of the various term frequency saturation functions, the combination of term scores would result in an inflated overall score for a document than the combination of frequencies, as follows:
(ii) Equal field weights. It was argued that if the field importance weights w f were equal, then it was natural that the weighting should revert to the case of an unstructured document. However, for w f = 1, in the combination of term weights rather than frequencies, this does not hold:
(iii) Background statistics. Weighting models typically examine the importance of a term with respect to its occurrences in a corpus, known as background statistics. For a model computed on a single representation, this would naturally be its occurrences within that representation of the document. However, Robertson et al. [2004] argued that the background statistics for some types of fields (such as the title of documents) could be quite sparse in contrast to the corpus as a whole, leading to poorer estimation of term importance. (iv) Number of parameters. If weighting model scores are calculated for each document-as per Equation (3)-then the number of weighting model parameters that may require training is multiplied by the number of document representations. For instance, if the b and k 1 parameters of BM25 require training for invocation on three different fields, then including a weighting parameter w f for their weighting linear combination, would amount to nine parameters for training (i.e., three parameters × three fields). In contrast, for the linear combination of field frequencies (Equation (4)), only the three w f parameters were necessary in addition to b and k 1 . (v) Document length. The final argument considered that document length normalization was originally motivated in terms of the verbosity of a document. However, different fields have different length characteristics: terms in the title and URL fields normally occur once; anchor text may have many repeated terms. Robertson et al. [2004] questioned if normalization should be performed on separate fields or not. Indeed, in the formulation of Equation (4), normalization with respect to document length only occurs once for a document. Later, a revised approach also known as BM25F was proposed, as well as the similar PL2F [Macdonald et al. 2006] . Both of these models perform normalization on a per-field basis, suggesting that length normalization is better conducted in a per-field manner:
where t f n f is the normalized term frequency with respect to the length of field f and the average length of the field for all documents, as calculated by some term frequency normalization function Macdonald et al. 2006 ].
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After these theoretical arguments, Robertson et al. [2004] provided experiments validating that the employment of a field-based model which linearly combined the frequency of query term occurrences in different fields did exhibit superior performance compared to the linear combination of weighting model scores from separate fields (single-field models). The effectiveness of BM25F and PL2F have also been shown in the literature [Macdonald et al. 2006; Plachouras 2006; Zaragoza et al. 2004] .
We contrast these stated theoretical and empirical arguments from the literature with the practices exhibited in existing learning-to-rank datasets. Indeed, the LETOR v3.0 dataset deploys various weighting models, each computed on the whole document, as well as single-field model features on four constituent document representations, namely body, title, URL, and the anchor text of incoming hyperlinks (for instance, see feature IDs 21-25 in Table I , which calculate BM25 on five different document representations). However, a field-based weighting model such as BM25F ] is not deployed. The same situation is observed with the MSLR-WEB10K and MSLR-WEB30K datasets.
There are theoretical and empirical arguments advocating field-based weighting models, as well as against the linear combination of weighting models for different representations. Yet, at least some learning-to-rank techniques deploy such linear combinations of features (e.g., AFS [Metzler 2007b ], Adarank [Xu and Li 2007] , and RankSVM [Joachims 2002 ]), which hence may be unsuitable for use with multiple weighting model features for different representations. On the other hand, it is unclear if arguments against the combination of such single-field model features apply for other nonlinear learning-to-rank techniques, such as those based on regression trees (e.g., LambdaMART). Indeed, in the latter case, as the outcome of a single regression tree is dependent on the feature values but not actually dependent on any form of linear combination of those feature values, then the argument against combining single-field model features may no longer be appropriate.
This gives rise to our third research question, where we examine the use of weighting models for fields as features by learning-to-rank techniques. In particular, we compare field-based models, where the term frequency from different document representation is linearly combined into one weighting model features with single-field model features, where weighting model scores are obtained separately for each document representation.
RQ 3. Are field-based or single-field weighting models more effective as features?
In the remainder of this article, we experiment to address these three research questions, using standard datasets within a variety of settings. In the next section, we detail the experimental setup, while results and conclusions follow.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experiments are conducted in a Web search setting, using features that are often applied for ranking in Web corpora. In the previous section, we highlighted many weighting model features that may be used in an effective learned Web search model, such as field-based weighting models (e.g., BM25F) and single-field weighting models (e.g., BM25 computed separately on each field). However, computing all of these features for every document matching more than one query term would result in unnecessary inefficiencies at retrieval time. Instead, Section 4.1 describes the framework that we use for computing such query-dependent features. Following this, Section 4.2 details the dataset and features we deploy in our experiments, while Section 4.3 describes the used learning-to-rank techniques. 
Fat Framework for Calculating Query-Dependent Features
Calculating all query-dependent features for every document that matches one or more query terms would be extremely inefficient-indeed, a query term may match millions of documents, but only a few thousand are needed for the sample to be re-ranked by the learned model. Instead, it is natural to only compute these features for the documents that actually make the sample of size k. However, the information to calculate these features (typically term frequencies) requires further access to the inverted file posting lists. Moreover, due to their compression, inverted file posting lists are always accessed in a stream fashion, which makes random access for only the documents within the sample impossible. One alternative would be to rescan the posting lists for the documents in the sample. Nevertheless, as the sample of documents is typically several orders of magnitude smaller than the length of the posting lists, this would be particularly slow. Another alternative is to assume that the entire posting lists for all query terms can be retained in memory-indeed, this is the approach taken by the Indri platform 6 ; however, for large corpora with long posting lists, this is not practical. Instead, in this work, we use an approach that allows the additional document weighting model features to be calculated only when the final sample has been finalized. First, in the manner described by Broder et al. [2003] and outlined in Figure 3 , we assume that the posting lists for each query term are accessed using an iterator pattern, which allows access to each posting in ascending docid order. In particular, next() moves the iterator to the term's next posting, while next(id) allows skipping [Broder et al. 2003; Moffat and Zobel 1996] onto the next document with docid greater than that specified. Indeed, next(id) facilitates advanced document-at-a-time (DAAT) dynamic pruning strategies, such as WAND [Broder et al. 2003 ]. The frequency() and docLength() methods permit access to the statistics of the term's occurrence in the document represented by the current posting.
Building upon the general pattern shown in Figure 3 , we add a clone() method, which returns a copy of the current posting, free of the underlying iterator. Note that we use an object to represent each posting, as depending on the used indexing configuration, each posting may contain additional information, such as field frequencies, occurrence positions, and other payload information that also need to be copied. Figure 4 shows the stages of retrieval (corresponding to steps 4-6 from Section 2) and the flow of information between them. In particular, the first-stage retrieval identifies the sample, during which documents are scored in the DAAT fashion. Whenever a document scores high enough to be a candidate to be retrieved in the result set of k sample documents, all postings of the current document matching the query terms are saved along with the document's score to the result set. Once the result set has k documents, each newly retrieved document exceeding the threshold (the score of the current k-lowest-scored document) is added to the result set, while the kth ranked document and its saved postings are expelled and discarded.
After the first-stage retrieval to identify the sample, the postings for all k retrieved sample documents are available for calculating all other weighting model features. In particular, we say that the result set is fat, as it contains as much information as possible for the top k documents for the current query. Hence, there is no need to access the inverted file to calculate more weighting model features for these documents. Moreover, the amount of memory required to store the postings (or calculated features) for each query is fixed to an amount linear with the size of the sample (k), instead of the number of documents matching any query term, which will vary for each query, and may exceed the available memory for large disk-based indices. In practice, a fat result set must also retain other statistics to allow weighting model features to be calculated, listed next.
-Collection statistics. For example, the number of documents and the number of tokens in the collection, such that document length normalization can occur. This can also include the number of tokens in each field to permit per-field normalization in fieldbased weighting models. -Term statistics. For example, the number of documents containing the term, so that background models/IDF can be calculated. Similarly to collection statistics, for the purposes of field-based weighting models, this can also include the number of occurrences in each field. -Query statistics. For example, the number of times each query term occurs in the query, such that query terms re-occurring in long queries can be appropriately weighted.
Finally, once the additional features are calculated, the third stage calculates the final document ranking by using a previously learned model combining the features. While we use the fat framework to facilitate experiments within this article, it has advantages for both the deployment of IR systems and for conducting experimental IR, as detailed next.
-Using the Fat Framework for Deployed IR Systems. The fat framework can be used as the basis of a search engine deploying many features in a learned model. It is of note that only a DAAT retrieval strategy can be used in the first-stage retrieval to identify the sample. Indeed, as all postings for a given document are processed at the same time, the postings for a document that will not make the k documents in the sample are not required. In contrast, for term-at-a-time retrieval strategies (TAAT), all postings for a given query term would have to be retained in memory until the top k was decided. This may outstrip the available memory. In contrast, with the fat framework, due to its DAAT nature, only space for the postings of k documents is required. The fat framework can be seen as orthogonal to that of Cambazoglu et al. [2010] . Their approach focuses on the pruning of documents that cannot make the retrieved set when applying the learned model. First, they assume that all features are already computed and held in memory. Then they propose that the cost of scoring a document can be reduced by early terminating the accumulation of the final score from the constituent regression trees of the learned model (in a manner somewhat similar to the DAAT MaxScore dynamic pruning strategy [Turtle and Flood 1995] ). Depending on the index ordering, different variants of the approach of Cambazoglu et al. [2010] can result in effectiveness degradation. Their approach could be applied in conjunction with the fat framework for regression tree-based learned models during the application of the learned model. -Using the Fat Framework for Experimental IR. As previously discussed, the primary advantage of a fat result set is that additional query-dependent document features can be calculated without resorting to a second access of the inverted file posting lists. A fat result set also has several other benefits when developing and experimenting with learned ranking models. For instance, the fat result sets for a training query set can be saved to disk, such that more features can be calculated without further access to the inverted file. Moreover, in contrast to an inverted file, the fat result sets for a substantial set of queries could easily fit in memory, regardless of the number of documents in the underlying index. This permits the efficient training of parameters of features without repeated posting list traversals.
Datasets and Features
Our experiments are performed using two different corpora, namely the TREC 'category-B' ClueWeb09 Web crawl (CW09B) and the Million Query 2007 & 2008 track query sets from the LETOR v4.0 dataset, which are based on the TREC GOV2 corpus. The CW09B corpus comprises 50 million English Web documents and is aimed to represent the first tier of a commercial search engine index [Callan et al. 2009] . With this corpus, we use queries and relevance assessments from three tasks of the TREC Web track, 2009 [Clarke et al. 2010 , 2011 . In particular, all 150 queries are mixed within a five-fold cross validation, where in each fold, there are three parts training queries, one part validation queries and one part test queries. The fivefold cross validation permits sufficient training and validation data while smoothing the differences in the natures of the three tasks (e.g., TREC 2011 targets less frequent, "more obscure topics [queries] " [Clarke et al. 2012] ).
On the other hand, the GOV2 corpus comprises a Web crawl of 25 million documents from the .gov domain. The LETOR v4.0 dataset provides standard queries and features for 1,692 and 784 queries from the TREC 2007 and 2008 Million Query tracks, respectively. Importantly for our work, the dataset also provides low-level information, namely document-level, term-level, and collection-level statistics, which permit new query-dependent features to be calculated. Each query set is split into five folds, each with training, validation, and testing queries. Salient statistics of the three query sets are shown in Table II .
We implement the fat framework on version 3.5 of the Terrier IR platform . Hence, using Terrier, we index the documents of the CW09B corpus, while considering the body, the title, the URL, and the anchor text from the incoming hyperlinks to be separate fields of each document. For LETOR v4.0, we use the fat framework to create postings from the provided low-level statistics instead of a traditional inverted index. Table III reports the total number of indexed tokens and the average length of each field for both CW09B and LETOR. For CW09B, at retrieval time, for each query, we use a light version of Porter's English stemmer, and rank 5,000 documents within the sample, following Craswell et al. [2010] . We experiment with two document weighting models for the sample, namely BM25 [Robertson et al. 1992 ] and PL2 [Amati 2003 ] from the Divergence from Randomness framework, without considering anchor text, as this results in the samples with the highest recall of relevant documents.
7 For the LETOR query sets, we are limited to the proscribed sampling method, where a mean of 41 documents are sampled using BM25.
On both datasets, for all sample documents, we calculate additional query-dependent (QD) and query-independent (QI) features. The deployed features are often used in the learning to rank literature [Qin et al. 2009 ]. In particular, we use the same QD features for both CW09B and LETOR query sets; however, for LETOR, we are limited to the QI features provided by the dataset. All deployed features are summarized in Table IV and further subdivided to support the research questions.
-QI. Features from hyperlink analysis, URL length, and document quality. -QD:WMWD. Multiple standard weighting models computed on whole documents (the whole document contains terms occurring in all fields, as per Figure 2 ). -QD:WMSF. A standard weighting model calculated individually on each single field of the document. In particular, we use PL2 or BM25. -QD:WMFB. A weighting model that is field-based, where term frequencies are combined rather than the weighting model scores. We deploy BM25F and PL2F [Macdonald et al. 2006] , which both independently normalize and weight the term frequencies from each field. [Robertson et al. 1992] 4 Dirichlet [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] PL2 [Amati 2003 ] DPH [Amati et al. 2008] No. of matching query terms [Qin et al. 2009 Two weighting models form the root of many features within this article, namely BM25 and PL2, with their corresponding field-based variants, that is, BM25F and PL2F [Macdonald et al. 2006] . In BM25, the relevance score of a document d for a query Q is given by
where qt f is the frequency of the query term t in the query Q; k 1 and k 3 are parameters, for which the default setting is k 1 = 1.2 and k 3 = 1,000 [Robertson et al. 1995] ; w
is the idf factor, given by w
, where N is the number of documents in the collection; and N t is the number of documents containing the query term. The normalized term frequency t f n is given by
where t f is the term frequency of the term t in document d; b is the term frequency normalization hyper-parameter, for which the default setting is b = 0.75 [Robertson et al. 1995] ; l is the document length in tokens; and avg l is the average document length in the collection.
In contrast to BM25, for BM25F, instead of calculating the normalized term frequency t f n using Equation (9), t f n is instead obtained by normalizing the term frequency t f f from each field f (body, title, anchor text, URL) separately:
where t f f is the term frequency of term t in field f of document d, l f is the length in tokens of field f in document d, and avg l f is the average length of f in all documents of the collection. The normalization applied to terms from field f can be controlled by the field hyper-parameter, b f , while the contribution of the field is controlled by the weight w f .
In the PL2 weighting model [Amati 2003 ], the importance of a term occurring in a document is obtained by measuring its divergence from the expectation given its occurrence in the corpus. Hence, PL2 scores term occurrences in documents as follows:
where λ is the mean and variance of a Poisson distribution, given by λ = F/N. F is the frequency of terms t in the entire corpus. In the Divergence From Randomness (DFR) framework, the query term weight qtw is given by qt f/qt f max . qt f is the query term frequency. qt f max is the maximum query term frequency among the query terms.
To accommodate document length variations, the normalized term frequency t f n is given by the so-called Normalization 2 from the DFR framework:
where t f is the actual term frequency of the term t in document d and l is the length of the document in tokens. avg l is the average document length in the whole collection
. c is the hyper-parameter that controls the normalization applied to the term frequency with respect to the document length. The default value is c = 1.0 [Amati 2003 ].
In the PL2F model, the document length normalization step is altered to take a more fine-grained account of the distribution of query term occurrences in different fields. The so-called Normalization 2 (Equation (12)) is replaced with Normalization 2F [Macdonald et al. 2006] , so that the normalized term frequency t f n corresponds to the weighted sum of the normalized term frequencies t f f for each used field f :
where c f is a hyper-parameter for each field controlling the term frequency normalization, and the contribution of the field is controlled by the weight w f . Together, c f and w f control how much impact term occurrences in a field have on the final ranking of documents. Again, t f f is the term frequency of term t in field f of document d, l f is the number of tokens in field f of the document, while avg l f is the average length of field f in all documents, counted in tokens. Having defined Normalization 2F, the PL2 model (Equation (11)) can be extended to PL2F by using Normalization 2F (Equation (13)) to calculate t f n. For both BM25F and PL2F, the proper setting of the normalization parameters (b f and c f ) as well as the field weights (w f ) depends on the distribution of lengths observed in each fields, and their importance in effective retrieval. Hence, in contrast to BM25's b and PL2's c parameters, there are no default recommended settings. Instead, as detailed next, we train these parameters to maximize performance on a training set of queries.
The other weighting models from Table IV are language modeling using Dirichlet smoothing [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] , DPH [Amati et al. 2008] , and the number of matching query terms [Qin et al. 2009 ]. In Dirichlet, the score of a document is rank equivalent under log transform to the smoothed probability query likelihood P(d|Q) using a Dirichlet prior:
where P(t|d) is the maximum likelihood of the occurrence of query term t in document d, and the P(t) is likelihood of t occurring in the whole corpus. Following Zhai and Lafferty [2001] , λ = μ l+μ . In DPH [Amati et al. 2008] , the score of a document is obtained as follows:
Finally, the use of the number of matching query terms as a query-dependent feature allows a learner to estimate if the document would have been retrieved by a conjunctive retrieval approach:
Learners
Various learning-to-rank techniques in the literature fall into one of three categories, namely pointwise, pairwise, and listwise [Liu 2009 ]. Purely pointwise approaches are rarely used, as they do not account for the relative importance of documents. Instead, we deploy two listwise learners and one pairwise learner, which differ in the form of their learned models.
-Automatic Feature Selection (AFS) [Metzler 2007b ] obtains a weight for the linear combination of the most effective feature at each iteration, which is then added to the set of features already selected in the previous iteration(s). In our implementation, we use simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick et al. 1983 ] to find the combination weight for each feature that maximises NDCG@1000. 8 Note that such weights are obtained one by one, with no revisiting of the weights of the already selected features. When validation data is used, the model of the highest-performing iteration, as measured using the same evaluation measure on the validation data, is chosen (in this manner, the validation data is used to determine the correct number of AFS iterations, as suggested by Liu [2009] ). -RankSVM [Joachims 2002 ] is a pairwise technique, as implemented by the svm rank package. 9 To determine the C rank parameter of RankSVM, which affects the tradeoff between training error and margin, we pick the highest-performing C rank = {0.01, 0.05, 0.25, 1.25, 6.25, 31.25}, based on NDCG@1000, as computed on the validation set. In the default svm rank configuration, a linear kernel is used such that the resulting model is a linear combination of features. -LambdaMART [Wu et al. 2008 ] deploys boosted regression trees internally, where the learning of the trees considers NDCG to obtain the gradient of the surrogate loss function between pairs of documents. We use the implementation of the Jforests open-source package [Ganjisaffar et al. 2011] . 10 A LambdaMART approach was the winning entry in the 2011 Yahoo! learning-to-rank challenge [Chappelle and Chang 2011] . The model of the highest-performing iteration on the validation data is chosen.
Finally, for training the parameters of the weighting models (namely b in Equation (9) for BM25, μ for Dirichlet, and c in Equation (12) for PL2, as well as b f and w f in Equation (10) for BM25F and c f and w f in Equation (13) for PL2F), we use simulated annealing to maximize NDCG@1000. This training occurs independently of the learning-to-rank approach used to combine these features. When untrained, these parameters are left at their default settings from the literature (b = 0.75 [Robertson et al. 1995] , c = 1 [Amati 2003 ], and μ = 2500 [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] ).
In the following, we report the results and analysis for each of our three research questions in Sections 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Each section consists of experiments, analysis, and summary.
MULTIPLE DOCUMENT WEIGHTING MODEL FEATURES
Recall that our first research question addresses whether the use of multiple weighting models as querydependent features leads to an increased effectiveness. In the following, Section 5.1 details our experiments to address the research question across the CW09B and LETOR v4.0 query sets. In Section 5.2, we study the different weighting model features used, including their usefulness and the correlation of their generated rankings to the sample model, so as to understand whether they can bring new evidence to improve the effectiveness of the learned model. We summarize our findings for this research question in Section 5.3.
Experiments
In this section, we aim to determine if deploying multiple weighting models computed on the whole document representation can result in increased effectiveness over the weighting model used to obtain the sample alone. To do so, we control both the presence of query-independent features within the learned model, and the choice of learner from those described in Section 4.3. In addition, for the CW09B query set only, we control the choice of the sample model, namely BM25 or PL2-indeed, recall from Section 4.2 that for the LETOR v4.0 query sets, we can only use the predetermined samples for each query. Moreover, in these experiments, the parameters of the weighting model features remain untrained using their default settings as listed in Section 4.3-instead, we address the training of the parameters later, in Section 6. Note that the fat framework is very useful in conducting this experiment, as a fat For the CW09B and LETOR query sets, Tables V and VI respectively report the performance across various settings when varying the presence of multiple document weighting models computed on the whole document representation within the learned model. Mean performances are reported across five folds of the test topics, using the appropriate evaluation measures. In particular, for the CW09B query set, we report NDCG@20 and ERR@20 (which were the official TREC measures ). For the LETOR query sets, we report NDCG@10 and MAP@10. Moreover, for both query sets, we additionally report NDCG@3 to reflect a user's perspective on the top ranked documents. For a given row of each table, to show whether the addition of querydependent features benefits effectiveness, statistically significant increases (decreases) from the row above in the tables, according to the paired t-test, are denoted by > (<) for p < 0.05 and for p < 0.01. p ≥ 0.05 is denoted by =. Finally, the number of features available and the mean number of features selected by the AFS and LambdaMART learners across five folds are shown (RankSVM always selects all features, and hence the numbers of selected features are omitted for this learner). For example, the second row of Table V is explained as follows: the sample is obtained using BM25; WMWD denotes that in addition to the sample, the five whole document weighting model features are deployed (BM25, Dirichlet language modeling, PL2, DPH, and the number of matching query terms). In addition, there are no queryindependent features; of the six total features, on average across the five folds, four features have been selected in the learned model obtained from AFS. The resulting mean retrieval performances across the test topics of each fold are 0.2392 (NDCG@20), 0.2381 (NDCG@3), and 0.1181 (ERR@20)-all of which represent significant increases over the line above, which does not deploy multiple query-dependent features.
To permit easy analysis of Tables V and VI across the multiple dimensions, summary  Table VII reports the mean effectiveness for different feature sets (with or without WMWD) across different samples and learners (AFS, RankSVM, and LambdaMART). For instance, in the first row of Table VII, mean NDCG@20 of 0.1909 is the mean of the NDCG@20 of both the BM25 and PL2 samples (first row for each learner group) in Table V .
Our analysis of Table V and VI always consider pairs of rows, without and with multiple whole document weighting model (WMWD) features. In general, on analyzing these tables, we note marked increases on adding multiple weighting models as features. Indeed, 23 out of a total 36 cases in Table V exhibit statistically significant increases, while all 36 cases exhibit significant improvements in Table VI . These results can be observed across different learners and samples, as shown by the increases observed in summary Table VII . Indeed, for the CW09B query set (Table V) , significant increases are observed for each learner: AFS (8 out of 12 cases); LambdaMART (6 cases); RankSVM (9 cases). Moreover, across all query sets-CW09B, MQ2007 and MQ2008-the number of selected features always increases when adding multiple weighting models into the feature set, illustrating the perceived usefulness by the learners of the multiple weighting model features, and their resulting positive impact on the effectiveness of the resulting learned models. The learned models that encapsulate query-independent features perform considerably better, showing the value of the deployed QI features for Web search. Adding multiple weighting models (WMWD) to QI features always results in increases in performance. In particular, comparing the QI versus WMWD+QI for the CW09B query set in Table V , the increases are statistically significant in 10 out of 18 cases. On the other hand, comparing sample versus WMWD, 13 out of 18 significant increases are observed, suggesting that the WMWD feature set is more useful when QI features are not present. Similarly, for the LETOR query sets (Table VI) , the improvements brought by multiple weighting models is less marked when QI features are present. Indeed, this result can also be observed for all query sets in Table VII , where the margin of relative improvement brought by the WMWD features is always less marked when QI features are already present. This suggests that the benefit of the multiple weighting model features is less important in the presence of other useful features.
Finally, we contrast the results for when BM25 and PL2 samples are used for the CW09B query set (Table V) . 11 In general, we note that while performance using the sample based on the PL2 weighting model is slightly lower, the observations are consistent across the two weighting models. The difference in performance can be easily attributed to the slightly lower recall of the PL2 samples (indeed, on further inspection of the samples, we find that the PL2 sample identified 63% of the relevant documents vs. 65% for BM25).
Analysis
Our findings suggest that multiple query-dependent features result in effective learned models, particularly when the QI features are not present. In the following, we aim to determine which query-dependent features bring the most benefit in addition to the sample weighting model, contrasted with their similarity to the sample. In doing so, we bring an explanation as to why multiple document weighting model features are beneficial to the effectiveness of learned models. In particular, we postulate that the usefulness of the different weighting model features depends on how much they add to the evidence of relevance provided by the sample weighting model. For instance, Vogt and Cottrell [1998] enumerated the chorus, skimming, and dark horse effects as possible reasons for the effectiveness of the data fusion combination of multiple retrieval approaches. In the following, we describe a method for characterizing features inspired by these three effects, allowing us to understand how a given weighting model feature contributes towards an effective learned model.
In general, a chorus effect has been shown to be the most useful, as documents retrieved by multiple retrieval approaches are more likely to be relevant [Lee 1997 ]. In contrast, as noted in Section 3, the use of the sample in learning to rank ensures that all features retrieve exactly the same documents. To account for this in our approach, we ascertain whether a feature ranks highly the same relevant documents as the weighting model used to create the sample (the sample feature). Indeed, features that do rank highly the same relevant documents as the sample are more likely to be exhibit a chorus effect.
To this end, we propose a top-heavy set-based measure based on Dice's coefficient, which measures the similarity of the relevant documents ranked in the sample for two features F 1 and F 2 . In particular, we define Dice Top (DT) as follows:
where F 1 is a ranking of sample documents by feature F 1 , and F i 1 is the subset within ranks 1..i. R denotes the set of relevant documents for the query that are present in the sample (and by extension in F 1 and F 2 ), while N is the size of the sample (e.g., N = 5,000 for the CW09B query set, as per Section 4.2). Dice's co-efficient for two sets X and Y is defined as Dice(X, Y ) = 2|X∩Y | |X|+|Y | [van Rijsbergen 1979] . We normalize by Z, defined as N minus the number of top-ranked positions for which no relevant document appears for both features:
where f 1 (respectively, f 2 ) is the (one-based) position of the first relevant document ranked by F 1 (resp., F 2 ). Note that the DT measure is top-heavy, that is, it primarily focuses on the top of the document ranking, as it considers N − i times the similarity of documents at rank i. Moreover,
, where 1 represents the same ranking that ranks the relevant documents in the same order. Indeed, by using DT , we can ascertain the similarity of two different weighting model features as ranking highly the same relevant documents.
In addition to the DT similarity of a feature with respect to the sample feature, we also consider the effectiveness of a feature at ranking the sample documents without the presence of any other features (independent effectiveness). Indeed, a feature need not be effective in independence, for example, a weak feature such as URL length is only useful when combined with a stronger, query-dependent feature. In the following, we postulate that such weaker features are more likely to generate skimming or dark horse effects, by only ranking highly some relevant documents some of the time.
Indeed, by making use of the DT and independent effectiveness measures, we are able to characterize the features that improve the retrieval effectiveness of a learned model, which is based upon a sample of reasonable effectiveness. In particular, we extend the chorus, skimming, and dark horse definitions of Vogt and Cottrell [1998] as follows.
-Chorus effect. A feature generates a chorus effect if it is independently effective, retrieves the same relevant documents as the sample (i.e., has a high DT ), yet still improves performance when added to the learned model. Indeed, by scoring highly the same relevant documents, it is providing reinforcing evidence to the learned model of the likely relevance of these documents. -Skimming effect. A feature generates a skimming effect if it scores highly different relevant documents than a chorus feature. In doing so, it will have a lower DT and may also have only a moderate independent effectiveness. -Dark horse effect. A feature generates a dark horse effect if it has low independent effectiveness, as well as a lower DT , but can still improve the effectiveness of the learned model.
Of course, features that do not improve effectiveness when added to a learned model (known as delta effectiveness) are not useful, regardless of their independent effectiveness and similarity in terms of DT . Based on the dimensions of this characterization, Figure 5 presents the five WMWD features with respect to the BM25 sample for the CW09B query set 12 and the AFS learned model. Moreover, recall from Section 4 that the sample weighting model for CW09B excludes anchor text, explaining why BM25 on the whole document is a separate feature from the sample feature. Effectiveness is measured by NDCG@20.
On analysing Figure 5 , we can observe both how each weighting model feature improves the learned model, as well as how it can be characterized in terms of chorus, skimming, or dark horse effect. For instance, DPH clearly brings the highest benefit to effectiveness, with PL2 and the number of matching query terms bringing very small amounts of relative benefit. Indeed, we observe that the number of matching query terms is delineated as a feature with a dark horse effect, as it is dissimilar to the sample, both in terms of DT and independent effectiveness, yet improves the learned model. On the other hand, BM25 has a clear chorus effect, with high effectiveness and high DT similarity to the sample. Dirichlet and DPH, as well as, to a lesser extent, PL2 also exhibit a chorus effect. Indeed, while PL2 is more independently effective than Dirichlet and both are quite similar to the sample it is Dirichlet that brings additional effectiveness to the learned model. For Dirichlet, this additional effectiveness is partly explained by how it handles documents with different lengths, as we will discuss in Section 6. Lastly, DPH exhibits less correlation with the sample and is more independently effective, leading to largest improvement in effectiveness for all the WMWD features.
Overall, our observations allow us to demonstrate that features which exhibit both chorus or dark horse effects can be beneficial to the effectiveness of a learned model, although the feature with the most benefit was DPH, which was chorus in nature.
Summary
We conclude that deploying multiple weighting models as features brings new evidence that a learning-to-rank technique can successfully integrate into a learned model, resulting in significantly increased effectiveness. The different properties of weighting models mean that they can rank documents in different ways. Features that exhibit both chorus or dark horse effects can be used to enhance the effectiveness of a learned model: for instance, a feature with chorus characteristics (such as similar weighting models) allow a learned model to rank highly the documents that are highly scored by multiple weighting models; while features with dark horse effects (such as the number of matching query terms) may strongly indicate the likely relevance of a few documents. Among the WMWD feature set, we found no features which exhibited a skimming effect.
With respect to our first research question concerning the use of multiple document weighting models as features, the concerns of Beitzel et al. [2004] appear to be less important within a learning-to-rank setting. Even though the different weighting model features are all applied on the same underlying IR system implementation, document representation and query formulation, they contrast in how they rank relevant documents. In doing so, they can improve the retrieval effectiveness of a learned model. We note that as features in learning to rank re-rank the set of documents identified by the sample, the overlap aspects of data fusion identified by Lee [1997] are not present within this setting.
TRAINING OF DOCUMENT WEIGHTING MODEL FEATURES
In the previous section, we concluded that multiple document weighting model features add effectiveness to a learned model for Web search. Our second research question concerns the manner in which these multiple document weighting model features should be deployed, with respect to the training of their parameters. In the following, Section 6.1 experiments to address our second research question, Section 6.2 investigates the length normalization characteristics of the learned models compared with the untrained and trained weighting model features, while Section 6.3 summarizes our findings.
Experiments
Various weighting models have parameters that control the term frequency versus document length, or the smoothing. Finding appropriate settings of these parameters can significantly impact the effectiveness of the weighting models [Chowdhury et al. 2002; He and Ounis 2003; He et al. 2008] . Hence, we experiment to ascertain whether learned models that encapsulate multiple document weighting model features that have been trained are more effective than learned models with untrained document weighting model features, for which the parameters remain at their default settings as listed in Section 4.3. Indeed, there is a distinct efficiency advantage if training can be omitted without significant degradations in effectiveness.
The fat framework described in Section 4.1 provides a key advantage for answering this research question, as the postings for all the documents in the samples of the training topic sets can be easily held in memory. Hence, for repeated evaluation of different parameter settings during training, there is no need to resort to accessing the inverted file. Indeed, during training, for each trial parameter setting, the documents are ranked for the training queries and then evaluated. For instance, for the CW09B Table VIII . Results on the CW09B query set comparing the training of (query-dependent) multiple weighting models as features in a learned model. Statistical significance between WMWD u and WMWD t are denoted using the symbols , <, =, > and . query set, using fat allows each training iteration to be completed in approximately one second on a single machine, rather than several minutes when using traditional inverted file disk access for the training queries in every iteration.
Sample
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The results of our experiments are reported in Tables VIII and IX with similar  notation to Tables V and VI . We use the subscripts u and t to denote untrained and trained weighting model features, respectively. The previously explained symbols Table IX . Results on the LETOR query sets comparing the training of (query-dependent) multiple weighting models as features in a learned model. Statistical significance between WMWD u and WMWD t are denoted using the symbols , <, =, > and . ( , <, =, > and ) are used to denote the statistical significance of the difference between WMWD u and WMWD t . Moreover, summary Table X summarizes the mean performances of each feature set for each corpus, across different samples and learners. On analyzing Table VIII (CW09B query set), we observe that training the weighting model features has very little change in the effectiveness of the learned models. In fact, in just under half of the cases (17 out of 36), the performances of the trained features (WMWD t ) are lower than those of WMWD u , but only four of these decreases are significant. Of the 19 increases, none are significant. Comparing the number of features selected by AFS and LambdaMART, we observe very little differences between WMWD u and WMWD t : two increases, four decreases, and two learned models that selected the same number of features. Similar observations are made for the LETOR query sets in Table VIII , where only 12 out of 36 cases result in increased effectiveness with the trained features (none by a statistically significant margin), while 23 cases exhibit decreases, two by significant margins. Moreover, comparing the learned models between the WMWD u and WMWD t feature sets used by the AFS and LambdaMART learners, we observe that the number of selected features also decreases in six out of eight cases.
Query set
Comparing across the learners, we observe in Table VIII that LambdaMART exhibits the most number of increases in effectiveness (9 out of 12 cases), compared to 3 and 6 cases for AFS and RankSVM, respectively-yet recall that none of these increases are significant. This is likely the result of the regression tree-based LambdaMART learner being able to create more effective learned models compared to the linear AFS or RankSVM. However, for the LETOR query sets (Table IX) , the AFS learner exhibits the most number of increases in effectiveness (9, versus 1 for RankSVM and 3 for LambdaMART). Given the small margins of these improvements, we conclude that the choice of learner has no great impact on the role of training the parameters of the user weighting model features. Finally, for the CW09B query set 14 , the number of increases in effectiveness observed for the different sample weighting models are widely similar (7 out of 18 for BM25, 12 for PL2), suggesting that the choice of the sample weighting model has no impact on our conclusions.
The overall performances in summary Table X are indicative of the observed trends: for both CW09B and the LETOR query sets, any training of the weighting model features generally results in overall decreased effectiveness.
Analysis
Our results suggest that the training of the weighting model parameters, which typically control the amount of length normalization applied, is unnecessary in a learningto-rank setting. In this section, we explain why the training of these normalization parameters is not beneficial to learned model effectiveness. Indeed, to analyze the impact of the length normalization parameters of the weighting model features, we measure how the parameters affect any tendency to highly score shorter or longer documents, and compare this with the effectiveness of the feature. In particular, for a 14 Recall that the sample model is fixed for the LETOR query sets. given test query, we measure the correlation (using Spearman's ρ) between the ranking of documents in the sample according to a particular weighting model feature, and when ranked by document length l. This correlation is measured before and after the weighting model's parameter has been trained. For the CW09B query set 15 , the top part of Table XI shows the mean correlation with across all test queries for three WMWD weighting model features, namely BM25, PL2 and Dirichlet-we omit the two parameter-free features, namely DPH and number of matching query terms-with parameters untrained and trained. In addition, for each feature, its untrained and trained NDCG@20 test performances are also shown. Finally, a summary mean obtained by averaging all of the untrained and trained correlations (Mean u and Mean t , respectively) are also shown.
Examining the three WMWD weighting model features, we find that for BM25 and PL2, the correlation with document length increases on training of the parameter. Moreover, as expected, the test effectiveness always increases after training. Indeed, He and Ounis [2007b] found that the default b = 0.75 and c = 1 for the BM25 and PL2 weighting models are harsh normalization settings that penalize long documents.
On the other hand, Dirichlet exhibits a higher correlation with document length than BM25 and PL2, while the correlation of Dirichlet with l actually decreases when μ is trained. Indeed, smoothing has a role in document length normalization [Smucker and Allan 2005] , but our results suggest that the default parameter setting for Dirichlet has a preference for highly scoring longer documents. Overall, from the average of the untrained and trained correlations (Mean u and Mean t , respectively), we can see that training the weighting model parameters increases the correlations to ρ = 0.24..0.27 on average.
Next, we contrast the correlations of the weighting model features with any of those exhibited by the learned models. Both correlations with document length and performances for each learned model are shown in the lower parts of Table XI . From the table, we note that the correlation for all learned models are typically higher than most of the untrained features alone. Indeed, even without training, the correlations exhibited by the learned models for the BM25 sample can rise as high as 0.29. However, the correlations of the learned models using the trained weighting model features are higher still, despite exhibiting no marked increases in effectiveness. This suggests that the learned models using the trained features may not be penalizing long documents sufficiently. Indeed, a high correlation with l suggests a bias towards longer documents, and means that the relevance scores of long documents have been overestimated.
The general trend from Table XI demonstrates that the learners intrinsically account for document length bias during learning, because the untrained weighting model features exhibit different length normalization properties, and hence an overestimated relevance score by one feature can be counteracted by stronger application of another feature that underestimates the relevance score with respect to document length.
This effect can be explained for the various learners as follows. For RankSVM, as the training examples are pairs of documents, every overestimated relevance score is subtracted by another overestimated relevance score. For LambdaMART, the scenario is similar. In particular, LambdaMART is an improved version of LambdaRank, which is a listwise algorithm based on the pairwise RankNet [Burges et al. 2005] . A subtraction of two documents' relevance scores is defined in its loss function such that it is only the relative difference between scores matters. For a listwise technique such as AFS, the inflation of relevance scores can be controlled by the linear combination weights for different features. Indeed, an overestimated relevance score by a weighting model may be addressed by the learner through a higher-than-expected feature weight for another weighting model that underestimates the relevance score with respect to document length.
Overall, we conclude that any document length bias present in the weighting model features is implicitly handled by the learners, by the nature of their combination of multiple weighting model features, due to the diverse length normalization effects exhibited by different weighting models. On the other hand, by training the weighting model features prior to learning, the ability of the learners to combine multiple weighting models to address document length bias is hindered, as the weighting models features have more similar length normalization effects. This results in learned models that may be overfitted to the training queries.
Summary
With respect to our second research question concerning the training of the parameters of document weighting model features within a learned model, our observations from Section 6.1 find that this is unnecessary for effective learned models. Indeed, from Section 6.2, we conclude that training the parameters of weighting models results in changes to the bias in document length that the learning to rank technique would have anyway accounted for, and hence does not lead to significantly improved learned models using those trained features. Hence, for effective learned models, it is not necessary to train the weighting model features. As a result, deployments of learned models can avoid such costly training operations.
FEATURES BASED ON WEIGHTING MODELS FOR FIELDS
Our final research question is concerned with the treatment of fields within a learned model. In particular, Robertson et al. [2004] contrasted linearly-combining model scores for each field with field-based weighting models, where the (possibly normalized Macdonald et al. 2006] ) term frequency in each field is linearly combined before scoring. They argued, with theoretical motivations (summarized in Section 3.3), as well as with empirical evidence, that field-based models should be used in preference to linearly-combining weighting models for each field. However, this work pre-dated the introduction of learning-to-rank and contrasts with recent learning to rank deployments where weighting models are typically calculated on each field in isolation (e.g., LETOR v3.0 [Qin et al. 2009 ] and v4.0), for later combination within the learned model. In the following, we experiment to investigate the most effective approach for combining fields within a learned model (Section 7.1), characterize the various field features as introducing chorus, skimming, or dark horse effects (Section 7.2), and summarize our findings (Section 7.3).
Experiments
To address our final research question, we measure the difference in the effectiveness of the learned models that have one weighting model for each field (Equation (4)), versus a field-based weighting model (Equation (7)), for which we use feature sets WMSF and WMFB, respectively, from Section 4.2. In both cases, all four fields illustrated by Figure 2 are used: title, URL, body, and anchor text. Moreover, recall from Section 4.2 that we use BM25 or PL2 as the models for the single-field features, and the related BM25F or PL2F as the field-based weighting model features. As neither BM25F nor PL2F have stated default parameter settings, we resort to training the length normalization parameters for each field (b f for BM25F in Equation (10), or c f for PL2F in Equation (13)) and the weight of each field (w f ). Finally, to ensure a fair setting, the length normalization parameters for each of the single-field model features are also trained.
Results are reported in Tables XII and XIII, grouped by the four different choices for query-dependent features (i.e. none, WMSF, WMFB, and WMSF+WMFB). Significance is measured according to the four rows within each group so that each row contains symbol(s) denoting the significance compared to the rows above it. Once again, for each corpus, the mean performance of each feature set averaged across different samples, weighting models, and learners, is reported in summary Table XIV .
From Table XII , we observe that for the CW09B query set, adding weighting models computed on each field as features can benefit the effectiveness of the learned models (only five decreases in performance across 36 cases), with significant increases observed in three cases. Using a field-based weighting model (i.e., PL2F or BM25F) as a feature instead of the weighting models computed on each field almost always results in improved effectiveness (significantly improved in 17 cases). Indeed, PL2F or BM25F can even improve on the single-field models in 18 out of 36 cases, 8 significantly so.
However, analyzing the results for the LETOR query sets in Table XIII produces some contrasting results. In particular, adding single-field or field-based weighting models as features always results in a significant improvement over the sample. However, in contrast to Table XII, the field-based models do not outperform single-field models and are significantly worse in 27 out of 36 cases. These observations can also be made from summary Table XIV, which shows smaller margins of improvement over the sample for WMFB than for WMSF for the LETOR query sets, and the opposite for the CW09B query sets. These results suggest that the field-based weighting models do not provide as useful evidence on the LETOR query sets.
Next, when weighting models computed on each field and the field-based models are all deployed as features, performance can be further increased. On the CW09B query set, the increases when WMFB+WMSF features are added to learned models that have QI features are less marked (see Table XIV ). This suggests that the benefit brought by the weighting models computed on each field are encapsulated by the queryindependent features. To illustrate this, consider a document that has an amount of anchor text related to the query, as identified by a single model on the anchor text field. Our results suggest that it may be sufficient for the learned model to know that the document has a significant amount of anchor text (as measured by QI features, such as field length or inlink count), and that the document is about the query (c.f. PL2F or BM25F). On the other hand, we observe no discernible pattern concerning the margin of effectiveness improvement brought by WMFB+WMSF with/without QI features for the LETOR query sets.
Moreover, contrasting across the different learners in Tables XII and XIII , we observe no marked difference in the effectiveness between the use of linear learned models (as obtained from AFS or RankSVM) compared to LambdaMART, which is based on regression trees. This shows that our empirical findings are robust to the type of learner deployed and that the type of learned model (linear combination or regression tree) does not impact on the earlier arguments of Robertson et al. [2004] .
Overall, we conclude that for creating effective learned models for Web search tasks, the use of a field-based weighting model can be more effective than computing weighting model features on each field. These observations are easily observable in summary Table XIV for the CW09B query set, with WMFB t models performing markedly higher than WMSF t , and WMFB t + WMSF t showing only a little added value above WMFB t . However, the benefit for the LETOR query sets is less marked: we postulate that anchor text is less useful for the GOV2 collection and/or the Million Query track query sets. This could be because the queries are informational in nature, where anchor text is less important than for navigational queries [Croft et al. 2009 ]. However, we also note that the system used to create the LETOR v4.0 has not identified much anchor text within the GOV2 corpus-indeed, comparing the statistics in Table III with those reported in He and Ounis [2007a] shows that LETOR v4.0 anchor text token estimates differ by an order of magnitude (86M vs. 966M tokens, equating to average anchor text field length of 3.5 vs. 32.3 tokens). With such a low level of anchor text, the benefits brought by per-field normalization are unlikely to be needed, explaining why the single-field features are more effective.
The results in this section consolidate the theoretical argument of Robertson et al. [2004] (see Section 3.3) showing the appropriateness of field-based weighting models, even within a learning-to-rank setting. Indeed, we conclude that field-based weighting models should be deployed for effective retrieval. A related consequence is that the existing learning-to-rank datasets (LETOR and MSLR-WEB10K, etc.) could be improved by the introduction of field-based weighting models such as BM25F and PL2F.
Analysis
To understand the impact of the various field weighting model features on effectiveness of the learned model and why they have such impact, we again characterize the features in terms of dark horse, skimming, or chorus effects, as proposed in Section 5.2. Figure 6 shows the independent effectiveness, DT , and delta effectiveness for the AFS learner and the BM25 sample on the CW09B query set of BM25F and the the four BM25 single-field features (denoted BM25(T) for title, BM25(A) for anchor text, BM25(B) for body, and BM25(U) for URL).
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On analyzing Figure 6 , we observe that calculating BM25 on the URL field exhibits a dark horse effect, as it does not positively impact effectiveness. On the other hand, calculating BM25 on the title and anchor text fields exhibits skimming effects-they retrieve different relevant documents to the sample but dramatically improve a learned model. We note that this confirms the early work of Katzer et al. [1982] on different document representations. BM25 on the body alone appears to lead to a chorus effect but does not help improve effectiveness. Finally, BM25F exhibits a strong chorus effect-this is likely as it integrates the evidence brought by BM25(T) and BM25(A) at lower ranks. Indeed, a feature with high effectiveness like BM25F has a chorus-like effect, even if it integrates other features with skimming properties. Further empirical validation, for example, through empirical ablation studies could better determine the dependencies between features with chorus and skimming properties. 
Summary
For our third research question, we examined how weighting model scores obtained from different document representations should be combined. Our results show that field-based weighting models, such as PL2F or BM25F, can be more appropriate than their corresponding single-field weighting models on the CW09B query set. This consolidates the earlier arguments of Robertson et al. [2004] concerning the advantages of field-based models to a learning-to-rank setting, where they are shown to hold regardless of the applied learning-to-rank technique. Indeed, we find that a field-based model exhibits an chorus effect, providing effective reinforcing evidence for the learner. However, for the LETOR query sets, field-based weighting models tend to be significantly less effective. This suggests that the per-field normalization brought by such weighting models is not needed, probably due to the sparseness of the anchor text in LETOR v4.0, as previously discussed.
CONCLUSIONS
This article concerns the deployment of effective ranking models obtained using learning to rank, particularly when these contain multiple weighting models as querydependent features. We investigated three particular questions within this context, namely the deployment of multiple weighting model features, the setting of their parameters, and, finally, the proper use of weighting models considering different document representations or fields. By doing so, we are able to make empiricallyjustified recommendations of the best practices for deploying multiple query-dependent weighting models within learning-to-rank deployments.
Indeed, while some existing learning-to-rank datasets appear to use multiple document weighting model features, there exists no empirical validation of the effectiveness of such a setting in the literature. Our results in Section 5 attest the effectiveness of deploying multiple document weighting models as features, contrasting with earlier studies within the data fusion literature. Moreover, we show how different weighting model features can be characterized as exhibiting chorus, skimming, or dark horse effects within the learned model.
In Section 6, we show that the training of the parameters of these multiple document weighting model features is unnecessary and hence can be safely omitted when building a search engine in a learning-to-rank setting. This is explained in that any correction of document length penalization obtained by training of a weighting model's parameters is implicitly carried out by the learning-to-rank technique during the learning process.
Finally, while the LETOR learning-to-rank datasets deploy weighting models calculated on each field individually as features, we showed in Section 7 that, for the ClueWeb09 corpus and corresponding query set, such features are inferior for deploying a field-based weighting model, such as PL2F or BM25F, on their own. This consolidates the arguments of Robertson et al. [2004] , which pre-dates the introduction of learning to rank. However, for the LETOR v4.0 query sets, the field-based weighting models were not effective-this may be due to the sparsity of anchor text within LETOR v4.0 that is not observed by another work on the underlying GOV2 collection [He and Ounis 2007a] .
To facilitate the experiments in this article, we introduced the fat framework that we use, which permits the calculation of multiple weighting model features without resorting to multiple accesses to the inverted file posting lists on disk. In particular, the fat framework "fattens" result sets with the postings of sample documents, such that additional features can be calculated using these postings at a later stage in the retrieval process. This framework can be used both for efficient and effective search engine deployments, as well as to increase the efficiency of experimentation within a learning to rank context.
